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1l ~-1366 11 June 1992 Washington, D C
CONTIIlGENT ELECTION - In the course of a typical Presidential election,
the vast majority of the popular vote, and usually all electoral votes,
are won by candidates of the two major parties. However, the emergence.
of a strong third party or independent candidate poses the potential of
splitting the popular, and more importantly, electoral college vote
preventing any of the candidates from receiving the majority necessary
to win the election.
In the event that none of the three is able to capture 270 of the
538 electoral votes, the 12th Amendment to the Constitution requires the
U S House of Representatives to elect the President and the U S Senate
to elect the Vice President. The number of electors is the combined total
of those in each House state delegation (435), those in each Senate state
delegation (100) and 3 representing the District of Columbia.
It 1 5 not exactly a common occurence, considering the House has only
elected a President twice in our nation I s history once in 1801 and
again in 1825. In the election of 1800, Thomas Jefferson received the
same number of electoral votes as Aaron Burr leading to the first instance
of contingent election of the President. When the House assembled in
February of 1801, 36 ballots were cast over seven days before the impasse
was broken when Burr's support collapsed and Jefferson's final margin
was 10 States to 4 with two remaining diVided.
In 1824, the Democratic-Republicans fragmented, essentially nominating
four regional candidates for the Presidency: Andrew Jackson; Secretary
of State John Quincy Adams; Secretary of the Treasury William Crawford;
and Speaker of the House Henry Clay. Although Adams won a majority of
13 States to seven for Jackson and four for Clay; an allegation of his
collusion with Clay cast a shadow over his election and gave Jackson a
renewed energy to eventually defeat Adams in the succeeding election of
1828. Although this method of electing a president isn't likely to be
used, it I s good to know the system is in place -- if and when we do need
it.
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CANCER SCREENING - A $3 million dollar grant is on its way to Texas marking
the first time that the federal government has awarded funding to the
Texas Department of Health specifically for breast and cervical cancer
screening. Texas is one of eight new states to be awarded funds under
the Breast and Cervical Cancer Mortality Act of 1990. Counties to be
served by the new sites include Brooks, Jim Wells, Karnes, Wilson, Nueces,
and Hidalgo.
Women who live below 200-percent of the federal poverty level and
who meet age and behavioral requirements are eligible for free screening
services. These are vital services because breast and ~ervical cancer
are deadly diseases. Education, screening and early diagnosis are the
keys to prevention and successful treatment of these cancers.
A unique feature of Texas' implementation of this new program is
the public/private cooperation in obtaining and implementing the grant.
The Texas Cancer Council, the University of Texas M D Anderson Cancer
Center, and the American Cancer Society contributed funds for the state
match. During the first year alone, this new intiative will help us reach
more than 15,000 of the estimated 2.6 million women who are eligible.
For addtional information on specific sites and available services
you may contact Margaret Mendez, Director of the Breast and Cervical Cancer
Control Program at (512) 458-7534.
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FOREIGN VISITORS In the course of our everyday legislative business
and our daily dealings with constituents, we receive periodic visits by
leaders from across the globe. In the month of May alone, foreign visitors
your Congressman had the opportunity to visit with included Mr Tomio
Yamamoto, Chairman of the Agricultural Policy Council in the Japanese
Liberal Democratic Party; Honduran President Rafael Leonardo Callejas;
former Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev; the new Ambassador of Japan,
Hr Kuuriyama; Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney; a delegation from
the German Federal Parliament; European Community Agricultural Counsellors,
and Mintimer Sharipovich Shaimiev, the President of Tartarstan, an
independent republic within the New Russian Federation.
In addition to the numerous domestic and constituent based issues
we address on a regular basis -- this is just a sample of a typical month
in Washington.
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